
  Milena Timur:Hello Everyone 
  Fahd Batayneh:Hi Milena 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Hello all, it appears that we have had a few cancellations. But we'll have to do with 
whoever has come and hopefully the minutes and recordings could be useful to those who couldn't 
make it 
  Walid Al-Saqaf:I'm also hoping Baher could update those whom he meets 
  Ines Hfaiedh:Hi everyone , greetings from Tunisia ! 
  Milena Timur:thank you :) 
  Ines Hfaiedh:sound is fine at my end 
  Ines Hfaiedh:mikes off plz 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:hello everyone 
  Milena Timur:@Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:I've muted your liner there was too much back round voice, 
sorry 
  hadia elminiawi:hello everyone 
  AICHA JERIDI:Hi everybody 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:already mute 
  Noha Fathy:Hello everyone  
  Noha Fathy:For some mysterious reason I thought we are meeting two hours later  
  Walid Al-Saqaf:Welcome Noha:) 
  hadia elminiawi:I am fine with walid and hamza leading it is easier this way 
  Hanna Kreitem:thank you for taking the lead Walid and Hamza 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:+1 Hanna  
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:agree with Hana  
  AICHA JERIDI:+1 HEDIA 
  Noha Fathy:+1 to Hadia, I agree to go with the recommending mode rather than editing  
  dhouha:+ 1 Hedia / suggestion mode for all of us and editing by the head of each group weekly or b4 
each call.  
  AICHA JERIDI:I suggest also to give time for reading the docs first , it will benefecial for new el 
  Ines Hfaiedh:I am personnally against working on documents directly because some information will be 
lost 
  Ines Hfaiedh:could you please specify what "selecting a lead does mean"  
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:Aicha your voice is not clear 
  AICHA JERIDI:ok , thanks Walid 
  dhouha:and as discussed (following Noha email) in the mailing list, we can have a call with the former 
SWG to help in the Strategy evaluation ?  
  Noha Fathy:I guess we could better do it after eid break  
  Ines Hfaiedh:after aid 
  AICHA JERIDI:give more time , so after eid plz 
  hadia elminiawi:+1 after eid 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:+1 
  Noha Fathy:yeah we can start adding ideas, highlighting questions for the webinar ... we don't have to 
start working on the evaluation by asking former members, this step could come later  
  dhouha:+1 Noha ;) 
  Noha Fathy:parallel  
  Ines Hfaiedh:working in parralel 
  Ines Hfaiedh:parallel* 
  AICHA JERIDI:parallel 
  Hanna Kreitem:I think parallel would be more efficient 



  Noha Fathy:+1 Walid  
  dhouha:Agreed Walid.  
  AICHA JERIDI:nothing to mention  
  Noha Fathy:no, thanks  
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:Happy Eid to all 
  Hanna Kreitem:happy Eid everyone ðŸ˜€ 
  AICHA JERIDI:Blessed & Happy EID for evrybody :)  
  hadia elminiawi:Happy Eid all 
  hadia elminiawi:ok great fahd 
  Noha Fathy:sorry Fahd, what do you mean with the working session? 
  Fahd Batayneh:@Noha, to share with the SWG the experience of the past ME Strategy 
  hadia elminiawi:+1 part of the meeting 
  Fahd Batayneh:And what worked and what did not 
  dhouha:many thanks Fahd!  
  Noha Fathy:oh right, thanks, Fahd 
  Ines Hfaiedh:am a bit concerened abt time will it be enough in one session? 
  Noha Fathy:Great. Happy eid everyone. :)  
  Milena Timur:thank you everyone and bye 
  Noha Fathy:Cheers to everyone  
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:tahnk you Walid  
  hadia elminiawi:bye 
  Noha Fathy:Cheers everyone 
  Baher:Bye  
  ZahrBG:Thank you all and Happy Eid 
  Abdelhamid AL Abbadi:bye 
  Ines Hfaiedh:happy eid bye 


